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Perfect For Every Occasion
A blanket given with a card expressing your thanks 
is just right, whatever the reason for the gift. No 
matter which occasions your colleagues celebrate, 
this cozy present says “happy,” “merry,” “joyful,” or 
just “thank you!” 

One Size Truly Fits All
Don’t worry about puzzling over sizes, food allergies, 
or other special considerations. Blankets are universal, 
and universally appreciated. They look and feel good 
on team members of every size and shape. And they’ll 
 t every person in your team member’s household too, 
from new babies to nanas. 

When you’re wanting to share tidings of comfort and joy this holiday season, look no further than throw 
blankets. They’re lightweight and unbreakable, so they’re easy to give in person or ship to remote team 
members or clients. But those aren’t their only great qualities. Here are  ve more reasons to get serious 
about blankets this season.  
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Cheerful & Practical
Is A Winning Combination
With all the colors and patterns available, you can
 nd a blanket to suit every taste or décor. They’re
an easy way to bring holiday cheer to a room, but
they also add a splash of color year-round. And
unlike gifts that are just decorative, they’ll be used
and appreciated over and over.

The More, The Merrier! 
With blankets there’s no reason to wonder if the 
recipient already has one, because this is truly a 
case where more is better. For maximum coziness, 
it’s great to have a blanket in the car, the o�ce, 
and every room of the house. Even team members 
who live alone can take advantage of multiple snug 
wraps when friends come over for movie night. 

They’re Great For Pairing
Blankets are easy to pair with many other items to 
create a thoughtful theme gift or basket. Blanket + 
socks + eye mask = relaxation kit. Blanket with an 
insulated tumbler brings warmth inside and out! 
Combine a blanket and cooler bag and you have a 
picnic-to-go. The sky’s the limit!
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